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box 1

Stevens, Christopher Scott, *Étude génétique de l'Immoraliste d'André Gide*. 1993

box 1


box 1


box 1


box 1

Nenadic, Natalie, *Tremate! Tremate! Le streghe sono tornate! Italian feminism and (re)writing the feminine*. 1989
| Box 1 | Chan, Annie Kwan Yi, "Les limites et les intérêts du modèle pictural du Beau chez Baudelaire et Delacroix" 2002 |
| Box 1 | Dominik, Mark J., "Divine love and God's Vassals: power dynamics in the Love Lyric during the late Medieval social transformation" 2004 |
| Box 1 | Dinh, Diana, "The social and professional integration of Vietnamese immigrants in France, 1975-1985" 2007 |
| Box 1 | Prioleau, Phoebe, "I, of whom I can't speak, of whom I must speak: The search for self in Samuel Beckett's trilogy" 2006 |
| Box 1 | Leese, Samantha Kuok, "From palace to pavilion: the culture of retreat in Madame de Lafayette's La Princesse de Cleves" 2008 |
| Box 1 | Hanske, Katharine L., "Je fus repris par cette musique: Marcel Proust and the literary symphony" 2010 |
| Box 2 | Sanchez, Ana Margarita, "Identity crisis: the evolution of the lyric Je in Arthur Rimbaud's Une Saison en enfer" 2011 |
| Box 2 | Amend, Mari, "Tales from grandmother: depictions of oral traditions across literary genres in France, 1840s - 1890s" 2013 |
| Box 2 | Marks, Natalie Ruth, "The excellence of their art: faith and medicine in French theater" 2013 |
| Box 2 | Greenbaum, Charlotte, "Henri Cartier-Bresson et l'influence de l'après-guerre" 2013 |
| Box 2 | McCartney, Madeleine, "Les librairies comme institutions culturelles de la génération perdue, or Bookstores as cultural institutions of the lost generation" 2014 |
| Box 2 | McNair, Connie, "Screening reality: Pasolini's forgotten reading of love and desire in the Italian culture" 2014 |
| Box 3 | Edmonson, Chloe Ming Hwa Summers, "Between sociability and literature: female authorship in enlightenment and post-revolutionary France" 2014 |
| Box 3 | Toman-Miller, Mary Ann, "Gender imbalances in French legislative bodies: causes and solutions" 2014 |
| Box 3 | Dougherty, Alyssa, "Feminism vs. femininity: the challenges of political representation in French women" 2014 |
| Box 3 | Drohan, Laura, "Montmartre to Montparnasse: a cultural history of shifts in modernism and artistic communities in Fin de Siecle Paris 2014 |
| Box 3 | Lopez, MaryJo, "A translation of duration and simultaneity: on Einstein's Theory of Relativity" 2015 |
| Box 3 | Bora, Radhika, "Private eyes? Voyeurism as a conduit for memory in the novels of Nina Bouraoui and Abdellah Taïa 2016 |
| Box 4 | MacLeod, Madeline, "The Department Store and Self-Conception at the Axis of Modernity and Socioeconomic Change in the 19th-Century Paris" 2018 |